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(city) Category:Artists from Aomori Prefecture Category:Male actors from Aomori PrefectureThe present invention relates to a semiconductor integrated circuit and, more particularly, to a semiconductor integrated circuit having a data bus driver with a high input impedance and a high output impedance in accordance with an input signal. A bus line driving circuit of the prior art will be described with reference

to FIG. 1. An output buffer 1 driving a bus line has its gate connected to a clock buffer 2, and is also connected to a bus line 3 via a loading resistor R1 connected to the bus line 3. A power supply voltage is applied to the loading resistor R1. A power supply voltage is also applied to the clock buffer 2. A receiving buffer 4 connected to the bus line 3 is connected to a receiving buffer 5 receiving a data signal
DATA. Receiving buffers 4 and 5 have their gates connected to a common receiving buffer 6 receiving the data signal DATA. The receiving buffer 6 has its gate connected to a clock generator 7 for producing an internal clock signal CLK. Receiving buffers 4 and 5 are connected to a node N1, and receiving buffer 6 is connected to the node N1. Receiving buffer 6 receives the data signal DATA via the node N1,

and transmits the received data signal DATA to the receiving buffer 5 via the receiving buffer 6. In the above-mentioned semiconductor integrated circuit of the prior art, the loaded resistor R1 forming a RC time constant serves to absorb noise produced by charging and discharging of the bus line 3. In the semiconductor integrated circuit of the prior art, the input impedance of the output buffer 1 is set higher
than that of the receiving buffer 5 receiving the data signal DATA. A level difference between the power supply voltage applied to the clock buffer 2 and the power supply voltage applied to the receiving buffer 5 receiving the data signal DATA is larger than a level difference between the
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